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4 x 150 Tonne hollow cylinders 
used to pull and steer tunnel 
boring machine for Brisbane 
Airport Link. Powered by 
Larzep 4 outlet power pack 
system.

Brisbane Airport Link

7x 500 tonne lifting cylinders 
were used for a 6400T marion 
dragline tub. 22x 100 tonne 
cylinders were used to unload 
the draglines left hand side 
walking arm for removal using 
laptop interface.

Queensland 6400 Marion 
Dragline

Lifting and spliting of Marion 
dragline tub with an electronic 
powerpack incorporating 
valving controlled via a PLC - 
all controlled by the laptop.

Engineering University of 
Madrid

Controlled destruction of the 
bridge. Force and deformation 
was measured as an 
indication for future 
applications. Data logger and 
3 custom cylinders were used.

Splitflow Synchronous 
System with Laptop 

Control

Projects

 Easy to use (less than an hour of training   
 required to operate)

 Safe (remote control operation)

 Cost effective (fewer operators needed)

 Allow for variable jacking point heights

 Programable pre-determined height/distance
    

 Data logging available to record strokes & 
loads of each cylinder at user configured 
intervals.

Advantages

 

The synchonised lifting system provides the 
ability for one operator to actuate jacks in a 
number of configurations to perform lifting, 
pushing, pulling or lowering of loads 
synchronously. 

For accurate stroke measurement, the system For accurate stroke measurement, the system 
can ultilise ultrasonic, external or internal stroke 
transducers.

The system is driven by the displacement of the 
jacks and is not influenced by uneven loading 
on the cylinders. 

Displacement of the cylinders up or down is able Displacement of the cylinders up or down is able 
to be controlled to within 1mm accuracy. The 
optional pressure transducers on the pumps 
allow for load measurement on each cylinder to 
<2.0% accuracy.
 

Once the main power supply switch is on, the Once the main power supply switch is on, the 
screen is used to control all functions of the 
system including motor start/stop. 
  
An electronic chart recorder can be supplied as an An electronic chart recorder can be supplied as an 
option to record the position and pressure of each 
jack during long periods of use, as well as shows the 
movement then sends this information to a computer 

Features

LIFT, PUSH, PULL, regardless of 
load variations, simultaneously 
and synchronously with the 
push of a button.

SYNCHRONISED LIFTING SYSTEM
2 to 64 Point Lifting System





Larzep hydraulic has been manufacturing 700 bar (10,000 psi) lifting 
tools and equipment for more than 70 years from its facility in Spain.
 

We pride ourselves on manufacture of custom products for a range of 
demanding applications worldwide.
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